
SUIS PUDONG NEWSLETTER 
SUIS Pudong offers an opportunity for students to enter a continuum of education from 

Primary through to the end of Secondary to prepare them to become Global’s citizens for 
the 21st century. 

Dear Parents, 

We would like to wish you all a happy new year and a warm welcome to Semester 2.  

Key Stage Three/Grade 9 Star of the Month Award 

Once a month the staff in our International Secondary are asked to nominate one         
student for the ‘Star of the Month Award’, whom they believe encapsulates the school 
values of excellence, respect, resilience, curiosity, collaboration and community. We are 
pleased to announce that the winner of the Star of the Month Award is Bella Shen in 6C! 
Below are some of the comments made about Bella by the nominating teachers: 

‘Bella exemplifies the school value of community by being helpful to her peers in need.’ 

‘Bella consistently comes to class well prepared and participates in class discussions    
proactively.’ 

‘Bella is respectful to her peers and teachers.’ 

‘Bella is always eager to get involved in all activities and work with different people.’ 

‘Bella is incredibly resilient, reliable and empathetic.’ 
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ASDAN Continental Maths League Winners 

On November 27th, SUIS Pudong International Secondary School hosted the Continental 
Maths League International academic competition at our campus.  

Started in 1980, the Continental Maths League is one of the most highly regarded and 
prestigious international academic competitions in the field of Mathematics. As a result, 
nearly 70000 people from more than 500 excellent junior and primary schools in the     
United States and around the world participate in the competition every year.  

We are pleased to announce that the following ISS students have won the following 
awards in their age groups in this year in the Continental Maths League: 

Aurora Dai 6B-China National Bronze Award  

Lucas Yao 7C-China National Bronze Award  

Chi Zhang 8A-China National Bronze Award 

Tim Zhang 6B-China National Bronze Award 

Leo Zhou 8B-China National Silver Award 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

World Scholars Cup 

Although the most recent round of the World Scholars Cup had to be cancelled, an online 
version of the tournament was offered to students. We are pleased to celebrate three of 
our International Secondary students, Elaine Mi (7A), Anabelle Du (7A) and Wendy Weng 
(6B), who participated in this online round and recorded the following outstanding 
achievements: 
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Debate Champions-Silver medal 

Writing Champions-Silver medal 

School Top Scholar-Gold medal 

Champion Scholars-Silver medal 

Writing Champions- Silver medal 

Team Bowl-Silver medal 

Team Debate-Silver medal 

Champion Teams-Silver medal 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Math Kangaroo 2022!  

The global Math Kangaroo competition is approaching and 
this year will be on Saturday April 16th. Following the success 
and joyful atmosphere of last year’s event our school will 
once again host the competition on our campus for our students as they compete with 
other talented young mathematicians from around the world. Our school has had huge 
success in previous competitions with students receiving bronze, silver, gold and even      
top-gold certificates. 

To join in the competition please scan this code and then choose 
our school. 上海浦东新区民办协和双语学校 

There is a 150RMB entrance fee which includes any certificates 
that are awarded. 

Come and join in the competition to see if you can solve the     

problem-solving challenges. We look forward to a lively day of 
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Ultimate Frisbee Winners 

In semester 1, the SUIS Student Council organised an Ultimate Frisbee tournament. They 
came up with this idea after conducting a survey of all the students in the school, we were 
looking for a sport that would be fair for all age groups and sizes. Following a month long 
competition, the Grade 8 Team were the final winners, the students received a medal     
during assembly; 
8A Winners: Chi Zhang, Yash Mandhania, Tiffany Zhuang, Marco Chen 
8B Winners: Johnny Liu, Mico Ciocia, Nataly Yin, Alyssa Yang, Hanhan Wang, Alfredo Zhang, 
Leo Zhou, Andy Chen, Leo Yu 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Speech Competition 
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Ms. Kim Sahi                                                                                                                                                                        Ms. Bonnie Cai                                                      

Co-Principal                                                                                                            Assistant Principal and Head of Secondary 

Key Dates  

Please note the upcoming key dates: 

● 4:30-6:30pm Wednesday 23rd March:  G8 Option Evening 

● Mar 30: Mid Semester Reports Issued  
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